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ABOUT THE BOOK
BREAKING DEAD is the first book in a compelling crime series starring investigative journalist, Sophie
Kent. Sophie’s tenacity and talent have seen her rise through the ranks of a tough newspaper industry, but
her brother’s suicide has thrown her career and personal life into chaos. Whilst interviewing witnesses of
a brutal child murder, Sophie befriends a traumatised Russian model. When the girl’s mutilated body turns
up in an upmarket hotel on the eve of London Fashion Week, Sophie knows she could have saved her. Eaten
away by guilt, she throws herself headfirst into the edgy, fast-paced world of fashion with one goal in mind:
to catch the killer. Only then can she piece her grief-stricken self back together. As Sophie chips away at
the industry’s glittery surface, she uncovers a toxic underworld rife with drugs, secrets, prostitution and
blackmail. The investigation propels Sophie from the glamour of the catwalk to London’s darkest corners,
towards a sinister past and a twenty-year-old murder case that could hold the key. Battling her demons and
her wealthy, dysfunctional family along the way, Sophie pushes her personal problems to one side as she goes
head to head with a crazed killer. A killer who is only just getting started.
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Corrie Jackson has been a journalist for fourteen years. During that time she
has worked at Harpers Bazaar, the Daily Mail, Grazia and Glamour. After a sunny
two-year stint freelancing in Los Angeles, Corrie is coming to terms with the weather
in Surrey, England where she now lives with her husband and two children. She is
currently working on the second book in the Sophie Kent series.
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